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Abstract
Probabilistic model checking is a useful technique for specifying and verifying properties of
stochastic systems including randomized protocols and the theoretical underpinnings of reinforcement learning models. However, these methods rely on the assumed structure and probabilities of certain system transitions. These assumptions may be incorrect, and may even be
violated in the event that an adversary gains control of some or all components in the system.
In this paper, motivated by research in adversarial machine learning on adversarial examples, we develop a formal framework for adversarial robustness in systems defined as discrete
time Markov chains (DTMCs). We base our framework on existing probabilistic verification
frameworks for probabilistic temporal logic properties. We also extend our framework to include deterministic, memoryless policies acting in Markov decision processes (MDPs). Our
framework includes a flexible approach for specifying several adversarial models with different
capabilities to manipulate the system. We outline a class of threat models under which adversaries can perturb system transitions, constrained by an ε ball around the original transition
probabilities and define four specific instances of this threat model. Notably, we consider the
situation where the adversary can only modify transitions which existed in the original DTMC,
as well as the more powerful case where the adversary can modify the structure of the DTMC
by adding transitions.
We define three main DTMC adversarial robustness problems: adversarial robustness verification, maximal δ synthesis, and worst case attack synthesis. We present two optimizationbased solutions to these three problems, leveraging traditional and parametric probabilistic
model checking techniques. We then evaluate our solutions on two stochastic protocols and
a collection of GridWorld case studies, which model an agent acting in an environment described as an MDP. We find that the parametric solution results in fast computation for small
parameter spaces. In the case of less restrictive (stronger) adversaries, the number of parameters increases, and directly computing property satisfaction probabilities is more scalable. We
demonstrate the usefulness of our definitions and solutions by comparing system outcomes over
various properties, threat models, and case studies.
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Introduction

Specification and verification of stochastic systems including discrete time Markov chains (DTMCs)
and Markov decisions processes (MDPs) can be used to analyze a large class of probabilistic systems and algorithms [1–4]. A promising recent line of research has also used probabilistic model
checking to verify properties of deep reinforcement learning [5,6]. The majority of work on property
verification on these systems considers fixed, known probabilities of transitions between states. In
real-world scenarios, these assumed transition probabilities may be incorrect or manipulated by an
adversary who gains control of some or all of the components of the system.
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(a) Original DTMC C = (S, s0 , P).
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(b) Worst case SPSS attack with vulnerable
state 1.

(c) Worst case SS attack with vulnerable state
1.
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(d) Worst case SPST attack with transitions
between states 0, 1, 2 vulnerable.

(e) Worst case ST attack with transitions between states 0, 1, 2 vulnerable.

Figure 1: Worst case attack on DTMC C with respect to ϕ = ((s 6= 2)U≤10 (s = 3)) over four
ε, max-bounded threat models, with perturbation budget ε = .1. Selected states (SS) and structurepreserving selected states (SPSS) adversaries may perturb transition probabilities which come from
a set of “vulnerable states”. Selected transition (ST) and structure-preserving selected transition
(SPST) adversaries may only may perturb transition probabilities in some pre-defined set of transitions. SS and ST adversaries can add transitions within their vulnerability sets, and SPSS and
SPST adversaries can only perturb transitions which existed in the original DTMC.
In the past, work has been done to address the issue of uncertain transition probabilities in
DTMCs. The majority of these works focus on uncertainty in models with small parameter spaces,
considering only a limited set of properties [7–9]. In the past few years, improvements have
been made to these techniques making probabilistic model checking in the presence of uncertainty
more feasible for large-scale systems with many uncertainties [10, 11]. However, most existing
work considers only non-adversarial uncertainty, and does not account for situations in which an
adversary may gain control of certain system components in order to intentionally reduce utility of
the system. Specifically, most analysis and evaluation has assumed uncertainties which preserve the
structure of the original DTMC. Since the model probabilities are often generated by observation
of the system, they do not account for unexplored malicious transitions.
In this paper, we use existing frameworks for verification of stochastic systems to develop a
formal definition for adversarial robustness in systems defined as DTMCs with respect to a wide
variety of properties [9, 12, 13]. We were inspired by research in adversarial machine learning
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that defines adversarial examples as small perturbations of legitimate data samples generated by
an adversary to evade a neural network [14, 15]. We define the equivalent notion of adversarial
examples for DTMCs: an adversary generates bounded perturbations on an DTMC or MDP with
the goal of decreasing the satisfaction probability of certain properties. We model the constraints
on the perturbation matrix as adversarial perturbation sets, creating a flexible framework to define
threat models. We specify a class of ε, d-bounded threat models for further evaluation. Fig. 1 shows
examples of attacks on a 4-state DTMC.
We go on to define three main adversarial robustness problems. In the DTMC adversarial
robustness verification problem, we must determine whether a given DTMC satisfies adversarial
robustness with respect to a given property, bound, and adversarial model. In the maximal δ
synthesis problem, we are given a DTMC, property, and adversarial model, and must find the
maximal bound δ for which the DTMC is adversarially robust. In the worst-case attack synthesis
problem, we are given a DTMC, property, and adversarial model, and must find a perturbation to
the original DTMC which results in the largest δ between the probability the original and perturbed
DTMCs satisfy the property. We refer to these problems collectively as the DTMC adversarial
robustness problems. We also extend the robustness definitions to deterministic, memoryless policies
acting in MDPs. These problems are important because they allow a system designer to audit their
systems from an adversarial perspective, highlighting vulnerabilities and providing feedback on
which components are most impactful when under attack.
To position our problem definitions in the context of other literature, we compare to the uncertain Markov chain (UMC) model checking problem [16]. We show that DTMC adversarial
robustness verification can be reduced to the UMC model checking problem for interval-valued
discrete time Markov chains (IDTMC) in the case of ε, max-bounded threat models and PCTL
properties. Our definitions support more properties, including PCTL∗ , and our worst case adversary synthesis and maximal δ synthesis problems provide the added benefit of explaining which
adversarial perturbation is a counterexample to robustness.
After defining our problem space, we outline two optimization-based solutions which use the
Sequential Least Squares (SLSQP) minimization algorithm [17] and leverage existing probabilistic
model checking techniques for explicit and parametric DTMCs. In particular, we use the Prism
[18] probabilistic model checker for computing explicit property satisfaction probabilities, and the
PARAM [13] parametric model checking tool to compute a closed form, symbolic representation
of the property satisfaction probability. We evaluate these solutions on two protocols modeled as
DTMCs [4, 19] and one GridWorld MDP [20]. We find that symbolic methods work well when
the parameter space is small, but that direct computation of property satisfaction probabilities is
faster for larger parameter spaces. In our evaluation, we show how our methods can be useful in
determining which system components and transitions are most important to preserving robustness
of the system across many properties and threat models. We also compare various threat models
for different case studies and properties.
We have four main contributions in this paper. First, we define adversarial robustness for
DTMCs with a flexible threat model definition including structure-preserving and non-structure
preserving adversaries. Second, we propose three DTMC adversarial robustness problems and
provide two solutions to these problems based on existing probabilistic model checking techniques.
Third, we provide theoretical reduction to the UMC model checking problem [16] for our proposed
verification problem with ε, max-bounded threat models. Finally, we evaluate these definitions and
solutions on three case studies and compare adversarial models with different capabilities.

3
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Background

We start with a brief background on probabilistic model checking, including the definitions of
discrete time Markov chains (DTMCs), Markov decision processes (MDPs), parametric DTMCs
(pDTMCs) and the PCTL∗ property specification language [4, 19]. These modeling tools will be
useful in our definitions of robustness, as well as the evaluation of different model checking techniques. We also point out the relationship between a policy, an MDP, and the resulting composed
DTMC.

2.1

Probabilistic Models

DTMCs are transition systems where transitions between states are represented by probability
distributions. MDPs are transition systems which can model both probabilistic transitions and
nondeterminism. An MDP composed with a deterministic, memoryless policy results in a DTMC,
as the policy resolves all nondeterminism in the system.
Definition 1 (DTMC). A discrete time Markov chain (DTMC) is a 5-tuple
C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L)
where S is a finite set of states with s0 ∈ S the initial state, AP a set of atomic propositions,
0
and L : S → 2AP a labeling function. P is an |S| × |S| matrix where
P 0 ≤ Ps,s ≤ 1 indicates the
0
probability that the system transitions from state s to s0 . ∀s ∈ S,
P
=
1 (all rows in P
s0 ∈S s,s
sum to 1).
Definition 2 (MDP). A Markov decision process (MDP) is a 6-tuple
M = (S, s0 , A, T, AP, L)
where S, A are finite sets of states and actions respectively, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, AP a set of
atomic propositions, and L : S → 2AP a labeling function. T : S × A × S → [0, 1] is a transition
function where T(s, a, s0 ) represents the probability that the system transitions from s to s0 , given
action a.
Definition 3 (DTMC of an MDP). The DTMC of an MDP, M = (S, s0 , A, T, AP, L), induced by
a policy σ is
Mσ = (S, s0 , P, AP, L)
where Ps,s0 = T(s, σ(s), s0 ) ∀s, s0 ∈ S, and σ : S → A is a memoryless, deterministic policy.
In some cases, we will need to consider a DTMC for which some or all of the transitions are of
unspecified probability. To do so, we consider a parametric DTMC which describes some transition
probabilities in the system symbolically, rather than with an explicit value [4].
Definition 4 (Parametric DTMC (pDTMC)). A (labeled) parametric DTMC of formal parameter
set Xcan be described as a 5-tuple
CX = (S, s0 , PX , AP, L)

(1)

Where S is a set of states, s0 an initial state, AP a set of atomic propositions, L : S → 2AP
a labeling function, and PX a probability matrix such that PX
s,s0 indicates the probability that the
0
system transitions from state s to s .
In a parametric DTMC, the entries of PX can be rational numbers, members of X, or expressions
formed from the former two categories. For a parametric DTMC to be valid, there
P must Xexist an
instantiation function κ : Q ∪ X → [0, 1] such that ∀q ∈ Q κ(q) = q and ∀s ∈ S
s0 ∈S κ(Ps,s0 ) = 1.
The resulting DTMC of applying κ to the variables is called an instance DTMC.
4

2.2

Property Specification

In our analysis, we will primarily consider properties specified in PCTL*, an extension of Probabilistic Computation Tree Logic (PCTL), which is a formal logic that defines probabilistic properties
on DTMCs. The PCTL* syntax is as follows [19].
Definition 5 (Syntax of PCTL*). PCTL* state formulae over the set AP of atomic propositions
are formed according to the following grammar:
Φ ::= true | a | Φ1 ∧ Φ2 | ¬Φ | PJ (ϕ)

(2)

where a ∈ AP , ϕ is a path formula, and J ⊆ [0, 1] is an interval with rational bounds. PCTL*
path formulae are formed according to the following grammar:
ϕ | ϕ1 Uϕ2 | ϕ1 U≤k ϕ2

ϕ ::= Φ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ¬ϕ |

(3)

where Φ is a PCTL* state formula.
Using this syntax, we can derive the eventually (♦Φ = trueUΦ) and bounded eventually
(♦≤k Φ = trueU≤k Φ) operators, as well as many other useful operators, like the global or always
true operator (Φ = ¬♦¬Φ). We note that PCTL* subsumes PCTL whose definition is similar,
but requires that any temporal operator be followed by a state formula, and restricts boolean combinations of path formulae. We omit the details of these definitions and refer the reader to Chapter
10 of [19] for more details.

2.3

Computing Property Satisfaction Probabilities

PCTL* introduces a probabilistic operator PJ (ϕ) where ϕ is a path formula and J ⊆ [0, 1] is a
probability interval. Semantically, given a state s of a Markov chain C, we have that
s |=C PJ (ϕ) ⇐⇒ P r(s |=C ϕ) ∈ J

(4)

where P r(s |=C ϕ) denotes the probability that s satisfies ϕ in C. We refer to this measure as the
satisfaction probability of ϕ at s. The satisfaction probability is defined by considering the set S of
all infinite traces starting from s that satisfy ϕ, and then taking the probability measure of S.
Because we are analyzing the adversarial robustness of a system, we are interested in the extent
to which small changes in the environment affect the utility of the system. In our case, the utility
of the system is the probability that a property is satisfied by the paths starting in the initial
state, s0 . Therefore, rather than focusing on the binary question of whether the PCTL* property is
satisfied by the DTMC, we are interested in the satisfaction probabilities of certain path formulae.
In the remainder of the paper, we utilize the direct computation of P r(s |=C ϕ). State of the art
probabilistic model checkers including PRISM [18], ISCASMC [21] and Storm [12] are capable of
computing this probability directly.
Parametric model checkers including PARAM [13] and PROPhESY [9] are able to determine
these probabilities for parametric DTMCs with respect to a given PCTL by solving the symbolic
solution function synthesis problem [4, 13, 22, 23].
Problem 1 (Symbolic Solution Function Synthesis). Given parameter set X, a pDTMC CX with
rational state transitions, and a PCTL property, ϕ, find the rational function f over parameters in
X such that
(5)
fϕ (X) = P r(s0 |=CX ϕ).
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We denote the instantiation of the symbolic solution function to be κ(fϕ (X)), which indicates
the probability that ϕ is satisfied by the instance DTMC resulting from applying instantiation
function κ to each variable in CX .

3

Adversarial Robustness in DTMCs

In this section, we introduce a general definition of adversarial robustness for DTMCs and discuss
in detail a class of ε, d-bounded threat models. We also present three DTMC adversarial robustness problems and extend these definitions to include deterministic, memoryless policies acting
in MDPs. Additionally, we provide a reduction to the Uncertain Markov Chain (UMC) model
checking problem [16] for ε, max-bounded threat models.

3.1

Robustness Definition

We introduce a general definition of DTMC adversarial robustness with respect to a given property.
In a real-world scenario, adversaries are restricted in how much they can alter a given system, both
by physical limitations and in order to avoid detection. We model an adversary who can modify
the system within some predetermined constraints.
To model this system perturbation, we introduce the perturbation space, PS C of DTMC C =
(S, s0 , P, AP, L) which consists of all DTMCs of the form (S, s0 , P0 , AP, L). In other words, DTMCs
in the perturbation space have the same states (with the same labeling and initial state) as the
original DTMC, but vary in their transition probability matrix. We refer to subsets P S ⊆ PS C
as perturbation sets. Any transition which has more than one possible value in P S is considered
a vulnerable transition. All perturbation sets must include the original DTMC, and the minimal
perturbation set for C is {C}. These perturbation sets provide constraints on the adversary’s ability
to modify the transitions in the system. Using this notion of perturbation constraints, we can now
define general adversarial robustness for a DTMC.
Definition 6 (DTMC Adversarial Robustness). Given 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, DTMC C, perturbation set
P S ⊆ PS C , and some PCTL∗ path formula ϕ, C is adversarially robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ if
P r(s0 |=C 0 ϕ) ≥ P r(s0 |=C ϕ) − δ

(6)

for all C 0 ∈ P S.
We choose to define DTMC adversarial robustness as (6) because it highlights the relationship
between the satisfaction probability in the original DTMC and perturbed DTMC. It can also be
written as a PCTL* satisfaction relation.
Remark 1. Inequality (6) is semantically equivalent to s0 |=C 0 P≥(p−δ) (ϕ) where p = P r(s0 |=C ϕ)
for all C 0 ∈ P S.

3.2

Threat Models

The power of Definition 6 lies in the ability to specify an adversarial perturbation set which represents a threat model. There are many potential methods to restrict the adversary, for example, in
a structure-preserving threat model, the adversary is able to only able to perturb probabilities of
transitions which exist in the original system. Formally this can be expressed as ∀C 0 ∈ P S ⊆ PS C ,
Ps,s0 = 0 =⇒ P0 (s, s0 ) = 0.
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This definition begets a natural class of threat models for which the perturbation set is described
as a ball around the probability matrix of the original DTMC. We will call this class the ε, d-bounded
threat models. An adversary acting under an ε, d-bounded threat model has a fixed budget, ε, which
bounds the distance between the original and perturbed DTMCs, measured by a distance function
d over the transition probability matrices. Formally, we say ∀C 0 ∈ P S ⊆ PS C , d(P, P0 ) ≤ ε.
Because of this modular definition, explicit threat models can be defined using combinations of
these restrictions. This allows the system designer to evaluate many different potential attacks in
a methodical manner. For the purposes of this paper, we focus our evaluation on threat models
which are bounded with respect to the entry-wise max distance defined as
||X − X0 ||max = max(|Xij − X0ij |).
i,j

(7)

This norm is equivalent to the `∞ norm over the vector representation of matrix X. The following
four perturbation set definitions are examples of these ε, max-bounded threat models.
3.2.1

Selected transitions (ST) threat model

The ST threat model permits adversaries to perturb only selected transitions. For this threat
model, we specify a set T ⊆ S × S of vulnerable transitions, and define the perturbation set to be
P Sε,max,T = {C 0 : ||P − P0 ||max ≤ ε and
0

∀(s, s ) 6∈ T ,
3.2.2

P0s,s0

(8)

= Ps,s0 }.

Structure-preserving selected transitions (SPST) threat model

The SPST threat model is a more restrictive version of the ST threat model. SPST adversaries
may perturb transitions from a vulnerable set whose values in the original DTMC are non-zero. In
other words, adversaries under this threat model may attack any transition in the vulnerable set,
but may not add transitions to the DTMC. For this threat model, we specify a set T ⊆ S × S of
vulnerable transitions, and define the perturbation set to be
P Sε,max,T ,pres = {C 0 : ||P − P0 ||max ≤ ε and
0

∀(s, s ) 6∈ T

P0s,s0

(9)

= Ps,s0 and

∀s, s0 ∈ S, Ps,s0 = 0 =⇒ P0s,s0 = 0}.
3.2.3

Selected states (SS) threat model

A real-world adversary may be able to gain control of certain states in a system, and therefore it is
useful to model an adversary by the states they can control. The SS threat model is a special case
of ST threat model, wherein the vulnerable transitions are defined to be those emanating from a
set of vulnerable states. For this threat model, we specify a set V ⊆ S of vulnerable states, and
define the perturbation set to be
P Sε,max,V = {C 0 : ||P − P0 ||max ≤ ε and
0

∀s 6∈ V, s ∈ S,
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P0s,s0

= Ps,s0 }.

(10)

3.2.4

Structure-preserving selected states (SPSS) threat model

The SPSS threat model is a special case of the SPST threat model. Here, adversaries are permitted
to attack transitions emanating from a set of vulnerable states, but may not add transitions to the
original DTMC. For this threat model, we specify a set V ⊆ S of vulnerable states, and define the
perturbation set to be
P Sε,max,V,pres = {C 0 : ||P − P0 ||max ≤ ε and
0

∀s 6∈ V, s ∈ S,

P0s,s0

(11)

= Ps,s0 and

0

∀s, s ∈ S, Ps,s0 = 0 =⇒ P0s,s0 = 0}.

3.3

Verification and Synthesis Problems

We now present three main problem definitions related to verification of robustness and attack
synthesis in DTMCs.
Problem 2 (Verification of Adversarial Robustness). Given 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, DTMC C, PCTL* path
formula ϕ, P S ⊆ PS C , determine whether C is adversarially robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ.
This definition leads to two immediate results.
Remark 2 (Zero Case). Adversarial robustness with an ε, d-bounded adversary always holds for
ε = 0, δ = 0.
Remark 3 (Monotonicity). If DTMC C is adversarially robust with an ε, d-bounded adversary, it
is adversarially robust with respect to an equivalently defined ε0 , d-bounded adversary (varying only
in the value of ε) for ε0 ≤ ε.
Problem 3 (Maximal δ Synthesis). Given DTMC C, PCTL* path formula ϕ, and perturbation set
P S ⊆ PS C , synthesize the maximal δ for which C is adversarially robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ.
In order to solve Problems 2 and 3 we solve a more general synthesis problem for a worst-case
attack. This attack provides meaningful information on the transition probabilities which have the
most impact on robustness. This feedback can be used to determine which elements of a system
are most important to maintain overall utility and are thereby the most critical to be secured.
Problem 4 (Worst Case Attack Synthesis). Given DTMC C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), PCTL∗ path
formula ϕ, and perturbation set P S ⊆ PS C , find perturbation matrix X such that C ∗ = (S, s0 , P +
X, AP, L) satisfies P r(s0 |=C ∗ ϕ) ≤ P r(s0 |=C 0 ϕ) ∀C 0 ∈ P S.
It follows immediately that Problems 2 and 3 reduce to Problem 4 because the result of Problem
4 is a minimizing attack perturbation.
Lemma 1 (Problem 2 reduces to Problem 4). For C ∗ which is the solution to Problem 4 with given
C, ϕ, P S, P r(s0 |=C ∗ ϕ) ≥ P r(s0 |=C ϕ) − δ for a given 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1 if and only if C is adversarially
robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ.
Lemma 2 (Problem 3 reduces to Problem 4). For C ∗ which is the solution to Problem 4 with given
C, ϕ, P S,
δ ∗ ::= P r(s0 |=C ϕ) − P r(s0 |=C ∗ ϕ)
(12)
is the maximal δ for which C is adversarially robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ.
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3.4

Reduction to the UMC Model Checking Problem

The uncertain Markov chain (UMC) model checking problem is to check whether all DTMCs in an
infinite set defined by an interval on the entries of the transition probability matrix satisfy a PCTL
state formula [16]. In this section we show that one of our three problems (DTMC adversarial
robustness verification, Problem 2) reduces to the uncertain Markov chain (UMC) model checking
problem for ε, max-bounded threat models and PCTL properties. We first revisit background on
interval-valued Markov chains and the UMC model checking problem [16].
Definition 7 (Interval-Valued Discrete Time Markov Chain (IDTMC)). An interval-valued discrete time Markov chain is a tuple
I = (S, s0 , P̌, P̂, AP, L)

(13)

where S is a finite set of states with s0 initial state. P̌ is a transition probability matrix for which
P̌s,s0 gives the lower bound of the transition probability from state s to state s0 . P̂ similarly is the
upper bound transition probability matrix. AP is a set of atomic propositions and L : S → 2AP is
a labeling function.
[I] is the infinite set of DTMCs (S, s0 , P, AP, L) such that P̌s,s0 ≤ Ps,s0 ≤ P̂s,s0 ∀s, s0 ∈ S.
For the uncertain Markov chain semantics of IDTMC I, we assume that an external environment
non-deterministically picks a single DTMC from [I] at the beginning. Now we revisit the UMC
model checking problem [16].
Problem 5 (UMC Model Checking Problem). Given a IDTMC I and PCTL state formula Φ,
s0 |=I Φ if and only if, ∀C ∈ [I], s0 |=C Φ.
In other words, [I] does not satisfy Φ if there exists a DTMC C in [I] such that C does not
satisfy Φ.
We now examine how the adversarial robustness verification problem (Problem 2) relates to the
UMC model checking problem (Problem 5).
Lemma 3. Given DTMC C, ε, max-bounded perturbation set P S, and 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, we can define
IDTMC I, such that, for the DTMC C,
C ∈ [I] ⇐⇒ C ∈ P S

(14)

Proof. Assume we have DTMC C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, and ε, max-bounded perturbation set P S ⊆ PS C with 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1 and set of vulnerable transitions V ⊆ S × S. We
then construct IDTMC I = (S, s0 , P̌, P̂, AP, L) where P̂s,s0 = Ps,s0 + min(ε, 1 − Ps,s0 ) and
P̌s,s0 = Ps,s0 − min(ε, Ps,s0 ) for all (s, s0 ) ∈ V, and P̂s,s0 = P̌s,s0 = Ps,s0 for all (s, s0 ) 6∈ V. Consider
C 0 = (S, s0 , P0 , AP, L) ∈ [I ∗ ]. By definition, ||PP
− P0 ||max ≤ ε and P0 = Ps,s0 = Ps,s0 ∀(s, s0 ) 6∈ V.
0
0
0
By definition of I ∗ , we also have that ∀s ∈ S,
s0 ∈S Ps,s0 = 1 and ∀s, s ∈ S, 0 ≤ Ps,s0 ≤ 1. By
0
the definition of the ε, max-bounded threat model, we have that C ∈ P S
Now consider C 0 = (S, s0 , P0 = P + X, AP, L) ∈ P S. Since P S ⊆ PS C , we know that ∀s ∈
P
C
0
0
0
0
S,
s0 ∈S Ps,s0 = 1. P S ⊆ PS also implies that 0 ≤ Ps,s0 ≤ 1 ∀s, s ∈ S. Because C ∈ P S where
0
P S is an ε, max-bounded perturbation matrix, X is a valid perturbation matrix. We also have
that P̌s,s0 ≤ P0s,s0 ≤ P̂s,s0 ∀s, s0 ∈ S. By definition of I ∗ we have that C 0 ∈ [I ∗ ]
Theorem 1. Verification of DTMC adversarial robustness for an ε, max-bounded adversary and
a PCTL path formula, reduces to the Uncertain Markov Chain model checking problem.
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Proof. Assume we have 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, DTMC C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), PCTL path formula ϕ, and
ε, max-bounded threat model. Assume also we have algorithm A which takes as input IDTMC I
and PCTL state formula Φ and returns s0 |=I Φ.
Using Lemma 3, we define IDTMC I ∗ such that C ∈ [I ∗ ] ⇐⇒ C ∈ P S. We also define
PCTL state formula Φ∗ = P≥(p−δ) (ϕ) where p = P r(s0 |=C ϕ). We run algorithm A on I ∗ , Φ∗ . If
A(I ∗ , Φ∗ ) = true, we know that @C ∈ [I ∗ ] such that s0 |=C Φ∗ . If A(I ∗ , Φ∗ ) = f alse, we know
that ∃C ∈ [I ∗ ] such that s0 |=C Φ∗ . Therefore, by Remark 1 and Lemma 3, we have that C is
adversarially robust with respect to P S, ϕ, δ if and only if A(I ∗ , Φ∗ ).

3.5

Policy Robustness in MDPs

Our definition of adversarial robustness for DTMCs is easily extended to deterministic, memoryless
policies acting in MDPs. In this case, the adversary is able to perturb the transition probabilities in
the underlying MDP, with the goal of decreasing the satisfaction probability of the DTMC formed
by composing the policy and MDP. In this case we define the perturbation space, PS M of MDP
M = (S, s0 , A, T, AP, L) to be the set of all MDPs of the form (S, s0 , A, T 0 , AP, L). This extension
is useful when considering systems modeled as agents acting in probabilistic environments, as is
the case for reinforcement learning.
Definition 8 (Policy Adversarial Robustness). Given 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, MDP M, perturbation set
P S ⊆ PS M , and some PCTL* path formula ϕ, a policy σ is adversarially robust in M with
respect to P S, ϕ, δ if, for the DTMC Mσ ,
P r(s0 |=M0σ ϕ) ≥ P r(s0 |=Mσ ϕ) − δ

(15)

for all M0 ∈ P S.
We similarly define the three DTMC adversarial robustness problems from Section 3.3 for
policies acting in MDPs. Though the adversary may modify any vulnerable transition in the MDP,
the adversary should only perturb the transition probabilities which correspond to the possible
transitions in the resulting DTMC. It is enough to consider the state transition probabilities in
the underlying MDP which are present in the composed DTMC. Therefore, PS M and PS Mσ are
equivalent with respect to policy adversarial robustness for given M, σ.
Lemma 4 (Robustly Equivalent MDPs). Given a deterministic, memoryless policy σ, M =
(S, s0 , T, AP, L), perturbation set P S ⊆ PS M , PCTL∗ path formula ϕ, and M∗ = (S, s0 , T ∗ , AP, L)
such that T (s, a, s0 ) = T ∗ (s, a, s0 ) for all a ∈ A, s ∈ S where σ(s) = a, we have that σ is adversarially robust in M with respect to P S, ϕ, δ if and only if it is adversarially robust in M∗ with
respect to P S, ϕ δ.
Proof. Assume we have deterministic, memoryless policy σ, M = (S, s0 , T, AP, L), perturbation set
P S ⊆ PS M , PCTL* path formula ϕ, and M∗ = (S, s0 , T ∗ , AP, L) such that T (s, a, s0 ) = T ∗ (s, a, s0 )
for all a ∈ A, s ∈ S where σ(s) = a. By Definition 3, M∗σ = Mσ . Therefore, we have that σ is
robust in M with respect to P S, ϕ, δ if and only if it is robust in M∗ with respect to P S, ϕ, δ.
It immediately follows that the three adversarial robustness problems for policies acting in
MDPs reduce to the three adversarial robustness problems for DTMCs, respectively.
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4

Optimization Solutions to the DTMC Adversarial Robustness
Problems

In the following subsections, we reformulate the worst-case attack synthesis problem (Problem 4)
as an optimization and provide two methods to solve the optimization using existing probabilistic
model checking tools. We define these methods as optimization with direct computation and optimization with symbolic solution function. Due to the reductions in Lemmas 1 and 2, these methods
will additionally solve the other two DTMC robustness problems (Problems 2 and 3). In Section 5
we evaluate and compare the two approaches over case studies of varying state size and number of
parameters.

4.1

Perturbation Matrix Synthesis as an Optimization

We present a constrained optimization over the perturbation matrix X to find the worst case attack.
Problem 6 (Perturbation Matrix Synthesis). Given DTMC C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), perturbation set
P S ⊆ PS C , and some PCTL∗ path formula ϕ, find a perturbation matrix X∗ which solves
argmin P r(s0 |=C 0 ϕ)

(16)

X

subject to C 0 = (S, s0 , P + X, AP, L) ∈ P S
Lemma 5. Given DTMC C = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), perturbation set P S ⊆ PS C , and some PCTL∗
path formula ϕ, X∗ which solves Problem 6 is the worst case attack for C with respect to P S, ϕ.
Proof. Assume DTMC C, perturbation set P S ⊆ PS C , and PCTL∗ path formula ϕ. By definition,
X∗ which solves Problem 6 for C, P S, and ϕ is the worst case attack for C with respect to P S, ϕ.
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that the solution to the attack synthesis optimization can also
be used to solve Problems 2 and 3.
We note that the form of the objective function (16) is dependent on the property ϕ. For
example, the objective is linear with respect to next step properties (reachability in exactly one
time step), quadratic with respect to next next step properties (reachability in exactly two time
steps), and is non-convex in general. Similarly, the form of the constraints are dependent on the
threat model. For example, the constraints corresponding to the ε, max-bounded threat models
described in Section 3.2 are linear. This means that the techniques available for solving this
optimization can change based on the property and threat model.

4.2

Solutions to the DTMC Adversarial Robustness Problems for ε, max-bounded
threat models

We propose two solutions to the optimization problem for ε, max-bounded threat models: optimization with direct computation and optimization with symbolic solution function. Because the
constraints are linear, but the shape of the objective depends on the property, both solutions use
the Sequential Least Squares Programming (SLSQP) [17] algorithm to search the parameter space
for the minimal value. The SLSQP algorithm performs an iterative search of the space to find a
minimum. The main difference between the two solutions is the technique used to compute the objective at each iteration. The first method performs a model-checking procedure at every function
call. The second method constructs a pDTMC from the original DTMC before the optimization
begins, and then simply instantiates this function at each call to the objective.
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4.2.1

Optimization with Direct Computation

In the optimization with direct computation solution, we solve the optimization presented in Problem 6 using the SLSQP iterative algorithm. At each iteration, we construct the perturbed DTMC,
C 0 = (S, s0 , P, AP, L), and use existing model checking techniques to compute P r(s0 |=C 0 ϕ) directly. This solution is beneficial because computing P r(s0 |=C 0 ϕ) for a DTMC is solved for
many logics including PCTL and PCTL∗ . Tools such as Prism [18] and Storm [12] compute these
probabilities efficiently for large state spaces.
4.2.2

Optimization with Symbolic Solution Function

In the optimization with symbolic solution function approach, we construct a pDTMC CX from
the original DTMC C, replacing vulnerable transitions with parameters. In some cases, like when
considering PCTL properties, we can then find the symbolic solution function for P r(s0 |=CX ϕ)
(as described in eqn. (5)). We then run the SLSQP algorithm for searching the parameter space
to find the minimum. This eliminates the need to perform model checking at each iteration. In
Algorithm 1, we describe this procedure in detail.
Algorithm 1 Symbolic Objective Approach
Input: DTMC C = S, s0 , P, AP, L), P S ⊆ PS C , PCTL path formula ϕ
Output: perturbation matrix X∗
1: X ← Ø, PX ← P
2: for (s, s0 ) which is a vulnerable transition in P S do
3:
add v(s,s0 ) to X
4:
PX ← v(s,s0 )
5: end for
6: CX ← (S, s0 , PX , AP, L)
7: generate symbolic solution function fϕ (X) for CX
8: κ∗ ← argminκ κ(fϕ (X)) subject to κ(CX ) ∈ P S
9: return κ∗ (PX ) − P
State-of-the-art parametric model checking tools such as PARAM [13], Storm [12], PROPhESY [9], and PRISM [18] can generate the symbolic solution function efficiently for few parameters
on subsets of PCTL. Generating this function can become expensive, however, as the number of
parameters in the constructed pDTMC (and complexity of the symbolic function) increases. This
method therefore becomes less desirable under less restrictive threat models with many vulnerable
transitions. Additionally, there is no known process for generating the symbolic solution function
for all PCTL∗ properties. We perform an in-depth comparison of these two methods over case
studies of various sizes with different threat models in Section 5.3.

5

Case Studies and Evaluation

In the following sections we evaluate the two optimization solutions to our three adversarial robustness problems, as described in Section 4.1. We implement both the direct computation method
and the symbolic solution function approach. We compare the two approaches over different parameter and state sizes. We then use these solutions to demonstrate the flexibility and utility of
our definitions over three case studies.
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5.1

Case Studies

We perform our evaluation on two protocol DTMCs, and one DTMC defined by an agent acting
according to a policy in an MDP.
5.1.1

Simple Communication Protocol

We first show our technique works on the simple communication protocol from [19], described in
Fig. 2. In this protocol, a sent message can be delivered or lost. When it is lost, the sender re-sends
the message infinitely many times until it is delivered. The goal of the system is to deliver the
message quickly. In this system, we model a structure-preserving selected states (SPSS) adversary
who can attack the “try” state by modifying the probability that a message is lost or delivered.

start
1

1
1

delivered

.8

try

lost
.2

Figure 2: Simple Communication Protocol from [19].

5.1.2

IPv4 ZeroConf Protocol

The IPv4 Zeroconf Protocol is a network protocol that is commonly used to evaluate model-checking
approaches [16]. Here we consider the DTMC representing the procedure for a new host joining the
network as described in Fig. 3. In this procedure, we assume a fixed number of m hosts already
on the network. When a new host joins the network, they immediately generate a random address
from a predetermined set of K = 65024 possible addresses and broadcasts it to the existing hosts.
With probability m/K, this address is a collision. The host then waits a predetermined n time
ticks to get a response from the network. Assuming there is a collision, at each time tick there is
some probability p that the new host learns of this mistake and is able to re-generate their address.
In this case, the goal of the host is to successfully join the network with a unique address, in as
little time as possible.
In this case, the adversary attempts to prevent existing hosts from notifying the new host of
the collision. We model this attack by a structure-preserving selected states (SPSS) threat model,
allowing the adversary to reduce the probability at certain time ticks (states in {1, . . . , n}). In prior
work on pDTMCs, the IPv4 protocol was analyzed by varying the parameter p [16]. Our threat
model is more expressive, allowing the adversary to attack some, but not all of the transition
probabilities.
5.1.3

GridWorld

We consider the n × m GridWorld [20] class of case studies in which an agent navigates an n × m
grid by moving up, down, left, and right according to a memoryless, deterministic policy. The
GridWorld environment is modeled as an MDP. We assume the policy is fixed, and use the policy
adversarial robustness definition from Section 3.5 to reason about the composed DTMC. In each
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succ

1

1−

uniq

m
K

s0

m
K

s1

p

s2

p

...

p

sn

p

err

1−p
1−p
1−p

Figure 3: IPv4 Zeroconf Protocol [16]. Our model is a DTMC with initial state s0 and states s1
through sn indicating the number of time ticks the new host has waited to hear from existing hosts
regarding a collision. State err indicates the new host erroneously chooses a colliding address. In
state uniq the host has found a unique address and in state succ the host has used that address to
successfully join the network.
state of the composed DTMC, there is some probability that the agent “slips” and does not go
in their intended direction. We consider an adversary who is able to increase and decrease the
probability that the agent “slips”, within constraints defined by an ε, max-bounded threat model.
Adversaries to this model can use any of the four threat models defined in Section 3.2.
States in GridWorld grids are indexed sequentially from left to right then bottom to top. For
some experiments, we generate randomized n × m GridWorld examples for a given n, m, and
transition structure. We accomplish this by generating a random probability distribution over
adjacent states in the transition structure, for each state in the DTMC. In other words, the structure
of each DTMC is fixed, but the probabilities are randomized.
goal

hazard
6

1

7

.1

.1
3

.1

.9

.8

.9

.1

1
.1

5

.8
.1

.1
0

8

.8
4

1

1

1
2
hazard

.1

Figure 4: Example 3 × 3 GridWorld DTMC [20]. Note that hazard state 2 is unreachable. Under
a threat model that does not preserve structure, this hazard state can become reachable and affect
the performance of the agent.

5.2

Experiment Setup

For our optimizations, we use the SciPy optimize package [17] with the Sequential Least Squares
Programming (SLSQP) algorithm. When directly computing P r(s0 |=C ϕ), we use the PRISM
Java API and the Py4J python package [18, 24]. When computing the symbolic solution function,
we use the PARAM parametric probabilistic model checker [13]. All experiments were run on a
computer with an Intel Xeon Silver 4114 2.20GHz processor and 187GB RAM.

5.3

Comparing Solutions

In Section 4.2, we presented two optimization solutions for the worst-case attack synthesis problem.
In Table 1, we present results comparing the two techniques over randomized 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and
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Property

# States

# Params

Method

Total Duration (in seconds)

P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?
P=?

25
25
25
25
25
25
100
100
100
100
100
100
225
225
225
225
225
225

5
5
10
10
20
20
5
5
10
10
20
20
5
5
10
10
20
20

Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.
Direct Computation
Symbolic Soln. Func.

0.354
0.052 + 0.076 = 0.128
2.445
124.316 + 0.98 = 125.296
4.884
TO
12.19
2.006 + 1.089 = 3.095
23.69
717.126 + 2.792 = 719.918
67.616
TO
59.32
TO
134.714
TO
290.201
TO

[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=5 U s=24]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=10 U s=99]
[s!=15 U s=224]
[s!=15 U s=224]
[s!=15 U s=224]
[s!=15 U s=224]
[s!=15 U s=224]
[s!=15 U s=224]

Table 1: Comparison between objective computation methods for 5 × 5, 10 × 10, and 15 × 15
GridWorld DTMCs with 5, 10, and 20 vulnerable transitions (parameters). For symbolic solution,
results are presented as “symbolic solution function generation duration” + “optimization duration”. Pre-computing the symbolic solution function improves the optimization run-time, but the
pre-computation step quickly becomes unmanageable as the number of parameters increases.
15 × 15 GridWorld DTMCs. We use an ST threat model with 5, 10, and 20 vulnerable transitions
(parameters). We see that the symbolic solution improves the optimization time when compared
to direct computation. As the number of parameters increases, however, the symbolic solution
function quickly becomes expensive to generate, especially with larger state spaces. For example,
in a 25 and 100 state GridWorld with 5 parameters, the symbolic computation is significantly faster.
Once the number of parameters is greater than or equal to 10, the direct computation is always
faster. For 225 state GridWorld and more than 10 parameters, the symbolic solution times out.
Therefore, in cases of many vulnerable transitions, the direct computation method is preferred.

5.4

Attack Performance

In Fig. 5, we show the property satisfaction probability for each of our three case studies against
different properties and ε, max-bounded threat models of varying budget (indicated by ε). In
the simple communication protocol, we only have one available attack state (try). We plot its
performance over increasing ε for ϕ = ♦≤10 delivered. As we increase ε, the property satisfaction
probability decreases.
For the IPv4 Zeroconf Protocol we set n = 10 and m = 50, 000 and measure satisfaction
probability for ϕ = ♦≤30 success. We consider three instances of the structure-preserving selected
states (SPSS) threat models vulnerable state sets {1, . . . 5}, {6, . . . 10}, and {1, . . . 10}. We see that
attacking the network at earlier time ticks is more effective than later, but attacking the network
at all time ticks is most effective. As we increase ε, we see that all attacks decrease the property
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(b) Zeroconf IPv4 Protocol satisfaction probabilities under attack with
n = 10, ϕ = ♦≤30 success and
structure-preserving selected states
(SPSS) threat models with vulnerable
state sets {1, . . . 5} (early), {6, . . . 10}
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(c) 5 × 5 GridWorld satisfaction probabilities under attack with selected
states (SS) and structure-preserving
selected states (SPSS) threat models
for vulnerable state sets {1, 3, 10}, and
{1, 3, 10, 12, 19} and ϕ = ♦≤200 goal.
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(d) 5 × 5 GridWorld satisfaction probabilities under attack with selected
transitions (ST) and structurepreserving
selected
transitions
(SPST) threat models attacking all
adjacent transitions between the
bottom right 3 × 3 states, and bottom
right 2 × 3 states for ϕ = ♦≤200 goal.

Figure 5: Property satisfaction probability over attack budget (indicated by ε) over various case
studies, threat models, and properties.
satisfaction probability, however the early and all attacks decrease this probability more quickly
than the late attack.
For the randomized 5 × 5 GridWorld DTMCs we measure satisfaction probability for ϕ =
♦≤200 goal, where the goal state is in the top right corner of the grid. Here, we consider all four
ε, max-bounded threat models: selected states (SS), structure-preserving selected states (SPSS),
selected transitions (ST), and structure-preserving selected transitions (SPST). We compare SS
and SPSS attackers with vulnerable state sets {1, 3, 10}, and {1, 3, 10, 12, 19}, and ST and SPST
attackers who can target all adjacent transitions in the bottom right 3 × 3 states, and bottom right
2 × 3 states. ST attackers can additionally add diagonally adjacent transitions in their respective
regions. We see in Fig. 5c and 5d, as the attacker is able to control more states and transitions,
the property satisfaction probability decreases more dramatically. In the case of ε = .3 and a nonstructure-preserving attacker who controls 20% of the states in the system, the property satisfaction
probability drops from above 95% to close to 0%. In contrast, a structure-preserving attacker who
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controls 12% of states in the system can only decrease the property satisfaction probability to 85%.
In all case studies, increasing ε causes the property satisfaction probability to decrease, confirming Remark 3. Additionally, we see that, under the same class of case study, structure-preserving
attacks are less effective than attacks which can add transitions to the system. Furthermore, threat
models with more vulnerable transitions perform better than those with less.
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Figure 6: Transition probability matrix for the original DTMC (left), perturbation matrices for various threat models (middle) and perturbed DTMCs (right) with respect to ϕ = (¬hazard)U≤6 goal.
Specifically, selected states (SS) and structure-preserving selected states (SPSS) threat models with
vulnerable states 1, 3, and 7 for ε = 0.1, 0.3. In general, perturbations increase probabilities of
transitioning to hazard states and decrease probability of transitioning to the goal state. In the SS
case, the previously unreachable hazard state becomes reachable after attack. Only rows 1, 3, and
7 of the perturbation matrices have non-zero entries.

5.5

Attack Synthesis across Threat Models

Using the 3×3 GridWorld DTMC in Fig. 4, we analyze the specific perturbations favored by attacks
under the selected state (SS) threat model and structure-preserving selected state (SPSS) threat
model with vulnerable state set V = {1, 3, 7}. In Fig. 6 we present the worst-case adversarial perturbations under each threat model for ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.3 with respect to ϕ = (¬hazard)U≤6 goal
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= 0.2, SPSS = 0.1, SPSS = 0.2, SS

= 0.1, SS

as heatmaps of the perturbation matrix X. Similarly to adversarial examples to neural networks,
we see that small perturbations to the environment can lead to large changes in the system properties. Under all threat models, the attacker decreases the probability of jumping from state 7 to
state 8, and redistributes those probabilities to states closer to the start. Attacks do not increase
probability of reaching state 5, as it transitions to the goal state with probability 1. Under attacks
which do not preserve structure, we see that the worst case attack adds transitions to hazard state
2, making it reachable from the start state, which was not the case in the original DTMC. All rows
of the perturbation matrices which are not in the vulnerable state set have zero entries, as they
cannot be modified. We infer that an attacker gets different success depending on the exact state
they control in the system.
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Figure 7: Horizontal axis indicates a unique state of the 9 state GridWorld DTMC from Fig. 4.
Each row represents a different threat model and attack budget (indicated by ε). Darker colors
indicate large δ between original and perturbed property satisfaction probability for the selected
state (SS) or structure preserving selected state (SPSS) threat model with single vulnerable state
for ϕ = ¬hazardU≤6 goal. Attacking certain states provides significantly more loss of utility than
others. For example, state 3 is near a hazard state, and attacking it causes a drop in utility
across all threat models. State 1 is less valuable to the structure-preserving threat model than its
counterpart. State 4 is central to the system and is valuable in both cases. Hazard and goal states
are not valuable to the system with respect to ϕ, as being in these states means the property has
already been satisfied or violated.

5.6

Component Analysis

Our robustness definitions are useful in determining which components of a system are important
with respect to a specific property. In Fig. 7, we compare δ between original and perturbed
property satisfaction probability for SS and SPSS attackers with ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.2. For each
threat model, we consider a set of one vulnerable attack state V = {s} for each state s in a 3 × 3
GridWorld DTMC from Fig. 4. Under structure-preserving threat models, states with transitions
to hazards and the goal are valuable. Under non structure-preserving threat models, the start state
is also valuable.
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6

Related Work

Recently, formal methods have been used for verifying adversarial robustness of machine learning
models [25–29] and systems with machine learning components [30, 31]. In the past few years,
methods have been developed which utilize probabilistic model checking to verify properties of
reinforcement learning models [5,6]. Our approach is motivated by research in adversarial machine
learning on adversarial examples to neural networks [14, 15].
Our problem definition is closely related to perturbation analysis of DTMCs [16, 22, 32–34].
There are many papers which explore different aspects of perturbation analysis in the non-adversarial
case, focusing evaluation on simple PCTL or reachability properties and small parameter spaces.
In [22], Bartocci et. al define the model repair problem where, given a property ϕ and model M
which does not satisfy ϕ, the goal is to find a “repaired” model M 0 which satisfies ϕ and minimizes
the cost of the perturbation from M to M 0 . In [32], Chen et. al provide theoretical analysis of
the maximal and minimal reachability probabilities for Markov chains within a bounded distance
of one another. In [16], Sen et. al define a model checking problem over interval DTMCs for
PCTL properties. In Section 3.4 we provide a reduction to this problem for ε, max-bounded adversaries in the restricted PCTL setting. In [33] Su and Rosenblum analyze systems using empirical
distribution parameters, and in [34] Calinescu et. al provide methods to compute confidence intervals for pDTMC properties. Perturbation analysis has also been studied in non-probabilistic
systems [35, 36].
Our proposed solutions are based on explicit and symbolic DTMC model checking techniques
[4,12,18,19,21,37–39]. Explicit probabilistic specification and model checking is well-researched, and
there are many tools such as PRISM [18], Storm [12], ISCASMC [21] and others which implement
efficient algorithms for checking DTMCs on temporal logic properties [19, 37]. Symbolic property
satisfaction function synthesis is a newer problem, originally addressed by Lanotte et. al, who
provided theoretical assurances for pDTMCs with 1-2 parameters, and Daws, who provides a stateelimination algorithm for pDTMCs with non-nested PCTL properties [4,38]. More recent methods
have been developed to improve this computation, and these techniques have been implemented in
tools such as PARAM, Prism, Storm, and PROPhESY [9, 10, 12, 13, 18, 40, 41].
Another related area of study is in parameter synthesis for pDTMCs [7–11]. The parameter
synthesis problem takes a pDTMC and temporal logic property, and attempts to partition the
parameter space into accepting and non-accepting regions. Early work in this area primarily concerned reachability properties, and could only handle small parameter spaces [7–9]. In the past few
years, new approaches have improved these methods to handle larger parameter spaces and more
PCTL properties [10, 11].
We also note the area of robust policy synthesis and verification in uncertain MDPs. In these
problems, given a temporal logic property and parametric MDP, the goal is to synthesize a policy
which can satisfy the property for all instantiations of the parametric MDP within some constraints.
Several solutions have been developed which solve this problem for various logics and parameter
spaces [39, 42–45].

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we used existing probabilistic modeling and verification approaches to develop a
formal framework of adversarial robustness in stochastic systems, including DTMCs and agents
acting in MDPs. Our framework allows to formally define various threat models. Specifically, we
provide four threat models under which an adversary can perturb the transition probabilities in an
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ε ball around the original system transitions. Two of these threat models preserve the structure of
the underlying system, while the remaining two lift the structure-preserving assumption.
We use this notion of adversarial robustness to define three DTMC adversarial robustness problems: adversarial robustness verification, maximal δ synthesis, and worst case attack synthesis. We
provide two optimization solutions. The first uses direct computation of the property satisfaction
probability at each iteration of the optimization. The second pre-computes a symbolic representation of the property satisfaction probability and then uses that as the objective to the optimization.
We found that utilizing symbolic model checking techniques can result in fast optimization time
for small numbers of states and parameters, however as the parameter space increases in size, the
symbolic solution becomes unmanageable. In the case of less restrictive adversarial models (and
thus larger parameter spaces), direct computation of the property satisfaction probabilities is more
scalable than the symbolic method.
Our framework and solutions are useful to determine system robustness and to determine which
components and transitions in a system are most critical to protect. We consider three case studies
(two DTMCs and one composed DTMC from a policy and MDP), and compare attacks synthesized
under each of the four threat models with respect to various PCTL∗ properties. We analyze in detail
the resulting attack strategies, and provide component analysis of a system using our framework.
Future work can solve the problem of synthesizing robust systems with respect to these robustness definitions. Additionally, a potential line of future work is to use these definitions of adversarial
robustness to verify systems with machine learning components including deep reinforcement learning.
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